March 11, 2015

**For Immediate Release**

**Duradek Introduces the Natural Choice for Deck Surfaces.**

*Duradek*, the original Walkable Roofing Membrane expands its response to market demands for naturally inspired textures and colours for outdoor living space in its latest addition to the LEGACY line with the all new "Pebble Beach" designer aggregate 60 mil vinyl membrane.

**Inspired by Nature... Designed to Withstand It**

*Duradek Ultra Legacy Pebble Beach*

Duradek, the most trusted brand of waterproof membranes has perfected the trend of a natural stone look on low maintenance outdoor walking surfaces by introducing *Pebble Beach*, the latest addition to the ‘Legacy’ line of pvc membranes.

*Pebble Beach* brings a remarkable aggregate pebble appearance to outdoor spaces in a simple, one-step application while maintaining the reliable, low maintenance waterproof protection you have come to rely on from Duradek.

*This follows the introduction of the first two options in the new Legacy line introduced to honour Duradek’s 40th anniversary in 2014.*

*Duradek Ultra Legacy Barnwood and Driftwood*

Your deck can have a look similar to that of aged wood without sacrificing safety, security or waterproofing peace-of-mind.

Up close, you can recognize the characteristics of the vinyl membrane with its slip resistant, textured surface; but when laid out on a deck, the colour blends and pattern allow your eye to pick up the traditional appearance of wood grains, but without any of the maintenance that wood requires.

*These exceptional products are an innovative example of Duradek’s leadership in outdoor flooring.*

Exclusively installed by specially trained professionals, Duradek has been the leader in waterproof deck membranes for over 40 years and provides low maintenance, stylish solutions for outdoor living space.
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